A perturbation theory for the determination of transport coeKcients near the critical point is presented. This perturbation theory is based upon processes in which one transport mode decays into several lowwave-number modes. Scaling-law concepts are used to calculate the order of magnitude of the matrix elements and frequency denominators which appear in this theory. This permits the estimation of the order of magnitude of the transport coefBcients near the critical point. In particular, this approach indicates that the thermal conductivity should diverge roughly as (T -T,) 2~3 on the critical isochore and coexistence curve, while the viscosity g should be either weakly divergent or strongly cusped at the critical point. On the other hand, the bulk viscosity g should diverge roughly as (T-T,)~for low frequencies, and as (T -T, )~~' for higher frequencies on the critical isochore near the critical point. Speci6c predictions are made for these quantities in terms of critical indices, and the connection between these relations and the scaling of frequencies is discussed.
The second difference between this work and Kawasaki's is a matter of formalism. Kawasaki evaluates correlation functions involving currents of conserved quantities by expanding these currents in the densities of the conserved quantities. At 6rst sight, this expansion appears to be no better justiled than the analogous expansion of the energy density to second order in the order parameter"'~which predicts an incorrect, (T T, ) '~', div-ergence in the speciac heat.
In this paper, we construct a formal perturbation theory for transport coefficients, which turns out to be equivalent to the expansion procedure of Kawasaki. In this way, we produce a partial justihcation for the basic ideas used by him and by Fixman.
The next section of this paper is devoted to the development Burford, Phys. Rev. 156, 583 (1967) .
There is a 3% discrepancy between scaling-law predictions and critical indices apparently uncovered by their work.
'4 L. P. KadanoB et al. , Rev. Mod. Phys. 39, 395 (1967 Phys. 36, 1957 Phys. 36, (1962 ; W. Botch and M. Fixman, ibid. 42, 196 (1965) . 89 state of the system at time t. This state is dehned so that its components (pi, p2 p~&ri, r2 r~l 3& &pF, »l t& -= f~(pr~) (2 1) are the probabilities for 6nding E particles in the system with one particle havingco ordinate r~and momentum p~, another with coordinate r2 and momentum p2, etc. The time development of the system is described by the Liouville equation
S. Oyerators and States
For our purposes, the important operators in the theory are the densities and currents of conserved quantities. We mite" the number density operator as ri~(r), the momentum density as fi, "(r), and the energy density as e,~(r). For example, the matrix element of the momentum density is &P', r', »'I ff.(r) I P;;»&= 2 p.~(r r-) &P-',r', »'I Pr»). There are two basic states which will prove to be particularly useful. in our analysis. The erst of these is the equilibrium state I) defined by &p, , »l&=~(-~L~&p, )-»jVL~-».~V,. », (2 4) which gives the grand canonical ensemble equilibrium distribution with chemical potential p and inverse temperature P. The second is the "summational state"
wg'() (2.9c)
The current corresponding to these densities are j(r) (number current), j'(r) ( T T,. T-herefore, we must conclude that ai(q), which is proportional to the entropy density that appears in ai(q), has much stronger fluctuations near the critical point than the combination of operators in a2(q).
The point is further borne out by the thermodynamic role of the two operators within a correlation function.
If we have some operator X,~( q) which does not depend explicitly upon the thermodynamic parameters, then &4,ql i, q') =~' , (2~)'~(q -q') .
To be specific: We choose the states by writing (2.14) The state orthogonal to I 1,q) and properly normalized is I 2,q) = a2 (q) I ) with ( p)'" a2(q) = c(q)n" (q) (n)~1 To evaluate L;j notice that 
+(Igw( q)L~(«q')]' 3o~'(««')~o~(q') I) ( In the thermal conductivity matrix elements, the contribution of (P -I) is once again negligible. 
After averaging over directions of q' and summing over polarization vectors, 4, perpendicular to q -q', we find 
The significant terms in the product of three a's are the ones which involve a product of two a2's with one momentum. After the momentum average is performed, we find that the matrix element in Eq. (3.31) is 
q"", (q, s) X", (q,s)/Cv. 
IV. SUMMARY
In this section we summarize our results. (See Table   II . ) Note that the rough temperature dependences of quantities are also given in Table II 
